
Assembly    Report 

 
Date- 02-08-2019                                                             Class – VIII -B  

Name of class teacher-Mrs. Mona Gupta 

Theme-Work hard,Dream big and never give up..  

No. Of students on roll – 50  

No. Of students participated-47 ( Absent- 3) 

No. Of presentation-03  

No. Of props used- 12  

Anchoring done by- Alvira, RohitNo. and Name of students in prayer-(08) Alvira, 

Himanshi, Akansha, ishika, Geetanjali, Aadya, Annaya , Muskan 

No. and Name of students in National Anthem- (08) Alvira, Himanshi, Akansha, ishika, Geetanjali, Aadya, Annaya , 

Muskan 

News- Adarsh, Krishna goel 

Date- Pariniti 

Thought of the day-Saksham 

House message-Shobhit 

 Presentation No. 1- A Talk Show with famous personalities throughout the world 

No. and Name of students- (21)  

Pari, Adhya, Alman, Hardik, dakshita, Dhruv,Bhoomika, Harshit Kaushik ,Rehan,Anant,Ananya, 
Dakshita, Dhruv, diya, Garima, Naitik, nikunj,garvit ,Govinder, Harshita and Harshit  

Props-(06) Placard,Sashes , mike, camera, novel, badminton racket 

Synopsis- The students presented the achievements of various personalities through a talk show and motivated 
everyone .They presented how these people have achieved the prosperity, dignity by overcoming a lot of challenges, 
struggles in their life.  

Presentation No. 2- Poem Recitation.  

No. and Name of students- (25)Himanshi, muskan, diya , Geetanjali, Anaya, Moksha, laksh, nikunj, pranshu, Tushar, 

Jatin, adarsh, Shubh, vansh, Tushar, Phumi, Rehan, Rohit, Akshit, Adarsh, akansha,Ishika, Kartik, Krishna, Mukul,    

Props-(06) Placard 

Synopsis- Students sang together the poem on the topic - Dream big and try to achieve your goals and then presented 
it visually in the form of placards.  

There is a dawn to dusk ,The odour vanishes with the musk. 
 The night cannot hold the day, For hope comes alive with every ray. 
Today may be dim and low Soon you will shine and glow. 
The thunder inside has ignited the fire. Every second which takes you higher. 
When you put your heart and soul. You see how doubt and mystery unfold. 
The vision created the desire. The uniqueness in each you would admire. 
It's not only about compete and just be first in  the row.  
Let's join hands, co-operate and grow. 
Come let's give every face a smile. Leave our ego,  hatred for a while. 
Let us be the shoulder for them to cry.  



Is it really that hard to try? 
So dream big , work hard and never give up. 
 

Presentation No. 3- Motivational speech on working hard 

No. and Name of students- (1) Aanya saini 

Synopsis of Teacher talk- 

 Dreaming is one of the sweetest things ever, we always dream about things we love and hope. Each one of us 
have aims in life, like; travelling to a favorite place, meeting a famous person, moving to a different country, 
having children and so on. The truth of the matter is that reality is not always on our side. Even when trying to do 
our best in order to make our dreams come true, we sometimes don’t manage to do it.The most important thing is 
to fight, this is the most apparent proof that we have tried our hardest to obtain what we long for. 
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